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Executive Summary 

Current technological advancement is forcing organizations to adopt a more futuristic           
thought process to their operations and one of the ways this is happening is via the                
application of artificial intelligence in different areas of business. The manufacturing           
industry is a key player to the sustenance of any economy and a vital part of this                 
industry, lies in its efficient supply chain management. This paper focuses on the impact              
of artificial intelligence on supply chain management and analyzes the perspective from            
6 supply chain management areas: procurement, logistics, blockchain, warehousing,         
inventory management and B2B/B2B relationships. 

In these contemporary times, the impact of technology on social interaction is a dynamic              
space in which the procurement function needs to pay keen attention. Being a function              
that is heavily reliant on customer interaction, the procurement function would readily            
adopt AI capabilities such as conversational chatbots and predictive analytics to           
maintain operational excellence. 

In the domain of logistics, use cases of Big Data/Machine Learning play a significant              
role in detection of fraudulent transactions, to forecast results of future time delays             
through Predictive Network Management and automated voice agents to enhance          
customer-business relations and experiences. Adding to it, autonomous vehicles prove          
to be a remarkable engineering feat for facilitating smoother transfer of products with a              
greater concern for worker safety while improving business operations. Current          
developments are restricted to closed, private and clearly defined         
warehousing/inventory management spaces. Apart from inevitable technical limitations,        
organizations must lay emphasis on Human-Computer-Interaction to understand        
challenges of artificial divide innovations tend to introduce.  

The joint use of blockchain and AI in SCM enables companies to organize unstructured              
data, correlate and understand data from various systems, and establish shared           
visibility with stakeholders in the supply chain. Blockchain and AI also enable business             
leaders to mitigate supply chain disruptions and risks proactively. Business leaders are            
expected to invest in projects that promote the joint use of blockchain and AI as they                
have the potential to optimize the process of supply chain management. 

The successful implementation of AI in warehousing operations would improve          
productivity, efficiency, organization, and communication while reducing wages and the          
size of the required labour force, with the idea of a lights-out operation becoming more               
feasible. The use of AI is growing in warehousing of many industries already, and is               
expected to consume up to 30% of all warehousing jobs by 2030. 

Inventory management is a sector of supply chain management where artificial           
intelligence has proven to be very beneficial. Currently, some forms of AI have been              
emerging within inventory operations including, predictive analytics and robotic         
machines. These AI applications have been proven to improve business operations and            
alleviate the workload that the human position would typically perform. Although these            
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artificial intelligence applications have been proven to be successful, there are some            
barriers and challenges that will need to be addressed in order for full utilization. These               
barriers and challenges include the limited and structured programming capabilities. In           
other words, inventory AI applications are restricted in performing what a human role is              
capable of. In order to be fully implemented, AI applications will need to be further               
developed in order to function beyond the restricted programming and adapt to the             
unexpected, fluctuating inventory management environment. It is expected that in          
twenty years, inventory AI applications will be entirely autonomous and will significantly            
contribute to individual company operations and subsequently improve the overall          
supply chain operations.  

The research indicates that AI has the potential to support B2B and B2C relationships,              
however, there are limitations as to what, how, when and where a company would want               
to use AI. For example, for lack of business alignment, a deep understanding of what is                
causing the businesses to not align is required to even start building on AI methods. It is                 
critical for a business to choose the right supplier, however, can AI support with setting               
the criteria, defining the process and evaluating bids, remains a challenge and one can              
build further recommendations to conduct in-depth research to analyse usefulness. One           
of the most important factors in the correct usefulness of AI is the quality of data and it                  
is recommended that verification process be further developed. 

In a nutshell, the views from all 6 supply chain management areas points to the fact that                 
huge potential exists for organizations in the manufacturing space who adopt the use of              
Artificial Intelligence. As with any technological implementation it comes with its           
associated issues mostly around security and privacy. However, this paper concludes           
with irrefutable findings, that the merits far outweighs the demerits.  
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